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Nearly 200 examples exhibit the wide range of Islamic art, including hexagon and octagon
designs, combinations of stars and rosettes, and many variations on other geometric patterns.
Twenty-eight examples from traditional sources in Cairo and Damascus include sanctuary
doors, openwork windows, and inlaid marble pavements and ceilings.
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Eileen Keymel, “A great source for quilt stitch patterns but not limited to this art form. I am a
serious free motion quilter and am always looking for inspiration on quilt stitching patterns that
cover an entire quilt. Arabic designs lend themselves to this purpose perfectly! They are easily
translated from the book because they are shown on triangle grids. How I found out about this
book is through my daughter, who at the time was a college art major. This book is required for
many college art courses. The designs are timeless and can get any artist thinking in another
direction.”

Barbara Mann, “wonderful resource. This has many patterns and dotted guidelines to show the
construction lines. This is an excellent reference guide but would be challenging for beginners
to learn how to construct patterns from this book.”

KAREEMAH HAMDAN, “Matches description. Exactly what I was hoping for, line drawings of tile
and geometric designs.”

Ghod Dhammit, “My Favorite for Nearly Forty Years. I originally bought this book in 1977,
misplaced it, and couldn't do without, so replaced it. It's the best source book for these designs
I've found.  None of the newer ones holds a candle to it.”

spotlood, “Back in Time. Had this book in early 70's and used some of the pattern's in
leatherwork. Had plan's for wood project's too.Lost book in storage and am very happy to have
back. Had many ideas through the years missing this book and don't know where to pick up
now.On a trip to Morroco showed the book to a local craftsman in the Medina of Fez. Wanted
him to do somework with a particle design.He almost attacked me and tried to get hold of the
book because as he claimed it containedpatterns that where owned by his family. So I had no
right to this book..... Gladly ''Sultan'' was there . My trusted companion. Crossbreed , Great
Dane/Mastino Napolitano ,  Aprox.  90+ kgLost the book in storage ,later though.”

Sara T., “Love It!. Absolutely love Moroccan design. This book just helps me to implement my
ideas into actual visual representations of the tiles, etc. My private library will be Moroccan from
floor to ceiling as soon as it is done. People will think they have left the U.S. and entered the
Marrakesh.”

Majeda, “Nice perfect guide line. I like it long time a go i was own one and now aday i bought it
again”

Sim, “Simply the most perfect book - if you can get your hands on it!. The designs in this book
are just perfect. My OCD loves the accuracy and detail of Arabic patterns and I’ve done some



lovely watercolour paintings using these designs outlined with gold marker. Just beautiful. It was
out of stock several times after I first stumbled upon it and added it to basket - but I was adamant
to have a copy and I’m glad!”

Joyce Colville Hart, “Five Stars. Received exactly as advertised”

Mr A S Tierney, “Five Stars. goodly”

Odd Erik Karlsen, “Five Stars. Excellent.”

The book by Cathy Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 93 people have provided feedback.
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